Mosquitoes are important vectors for pathogens of humans and other vertebrate animals. Some aspects 2 of adult mosquito behavior and mosquito ecology play an important role in determining the capacity of 3 vector populations to transmit pathogens. Here, we re-examine factors affecting the transmission of 4 pathogens by mosquitoes using a new approach. Unlike most previous models, this framework considers 5 the behavioral states and state transitions of adult mosquitoes through a sequence of activity bouts. We 6 developed a new framework for individual-based simulation models called MBITES (Mosquito 7
However, we feel confident in presenting the current set of adult behavioral algorithms as an initial step, 146 to be followed up with development of detailed aquatic algorithms which will incorporate such dynamics; 147 the modular design patterns we have used in MBITES allows for such development to be feasible and 148 transparent. 149 Two other types of resources included in MBITES, which will be described in detail in future 150 manuscripts, are sugar sources and mating sites. Each haunt may have one or more resource type and 151 more than one of each type of resource; more than one potential blood host could be present, and there 152 could be more than one suitable aquatic habitat, such as a pond and a rain-storage barrel in the 153 backyard of a home, for instance. The question of how to model a landscape -how many haunts make 154 up the landscape, how large an area is represented by each haunt, whether to include haunts without 155 other resources, and how many micro-sites in each haunt -is flexible. In some instances, a haunt could 156 represent a small area around a habitat or the area immediately surrounding a single household. The 157 question is intrinsically related to mosquito search and dispersal, a question that may require some 158 tuning, depending on the purpose of a simulation. 159 In addition to the resources present, each haunt is assigned a set of local hazards, or parameters that 160 affect survival at the site, which reflects highly local conditions (such as predators) that may make a 161 haunt more or less dangerous than others of the same type. 162 Each haunt is characterized by a set of micro-sites, which define specific aspects of the places within a 163 haunt where the mosquito lands to rest. Different types of haunts may have different sets of micro-sites 164 with different resting surfaces. A homestead is a pre-defined haunt type with three micro-sites" a 165 mosquito may rest either in the house, or outside on the house, or outside on surrounding vegetation. If 166 there is no human dwelling at a haunt, it could have only vegetation. Other types can be easily 167 constructed (e.g., a homestead with livestock sheds) with their own set of relevant micro-sites for 168 resting.
169
These micro-sites were devised to simulate survival through the post-prandial resting period or contact 170 with various kinds of vector control in a highly realistic way, including exposure to residual pesticides 171 and house entering. Housing quality and housing improvements can affect the probability of entering a 172 house; when a mosquito attempts to enter a house, it may encounter an eave tube; insecticide spraying 173 can be applied to the interior walls of houses (or not), their exterior walls (or not), or vegetation (or not) 174 so that contact is simulated only if a mosquito lands on the type of micro-site that has been sprayed; and 175 area repellents or other local features can make it more likely a mosquito will leave the haunt, thereby separately) at any point may incur death or physiological damage.
179
Modular Design MBITES is designed to be nested within a broader framework for simulating the 180 transmission dynamics and control of mosquito-borne pathogens. Because agents in MBITES interact on 181 the landscape, it is necessary in the simulation for haunts to have associated data structures that record 182 information to pass between different parts of the model. For example, when a human visits a certain 183 blood feeding haunt, they must leave a piece of information denoting their id, when they arrived, and the 184 duration of their stay so that during the mosquito portion of the MBITES simulation, mosquitoes 185 visiting that haunt have a list of potential blood hosts they can select from to take a blood meal. We call 186 these data structures queues, and, more abstractly, they allow different modules to interact in a generic 187 way, facilitating a design that is both flexible and extensible. To continue the blood feeding example, it 188
is not important for MBITES to know the specific algorithms by which human movement between blood 189 feeding haunts is simulated, as long as when a mosquito arrives at a haunt to take a blood meal, it can 190 query the queue there to find out which blood hosts are available. In many cases the actual 191 implementation of the queue is quite simple, the queue of blood hosts, for example, only requires a 192 simple vector type of data structure. 193 As described, at each blood feeding haunt, MBITES tracks all available blood meal hosts in a queue 194 called the atRiskQ. Because not all hosts present at a haunt are equally available or attractive to the 195 mosquito, the atRiskQ stores not only the identities of blood hosts but also a biting weight for each 196 human and other potential blood host. These biting weights reflect a combination of time spent and 197 comparative attractiveness of all the hosts. When a mosquito chooses a blood host, she samples from the 198 discrete distribution on blood hosts parameterized by those biting weights.
199
Each haunt also has a queue object called the eggQ that lists aquatic habitats at the haunt and ovitraps. 200 The eggQ stores any eggs laid by mosquitoes for potential use by linked models of immature mosquito 201 population dynamics in aquatic habitats. Like potential blood hosts, these habitats are not equally 202 available or attractive to the mosquito, so each eggQ has a search weight. These weights can be changed 203 dynamically to mimic specific behaviors; for example, it is possible to change the search weight if larvae 204 are present [23] . 205 A landscape is thus comprised of the locations of multiple points in space called haunts where 206 mosquitoes rest, their resources, a set of micro-sites describing landing behavior (e.g., homestead, shed, 207 field, forest edge), local hazards, and queues. Importantly, the ability to characterize landing spots in 208 varying granular levels of detail allows for specific simulations that can adapt to levels of detail present 209 in field data. In this way, complex composite types of haunts can be built up by adding the basic 210 PLOS 8/45 elements, as in our previous example of a single blood feeding haunt with several independent aquatic 211 habitats representing a large house with multiple mosquito breeding ponds in the backyard; the 212 flexibility can accommodate complex ecological dynamics of structured habitat and behavior such as skip 213 oviposition. All these elements determine where a mosquito attempts to do something on the landscape 214 and affects its probability of success and survival. Inter-site mosquito movement in MBITES is modeled during some behavioral bouts. The destination is 217 determined by a probability mass function giving the probability of traveling to another haunt, 218 conditional on the location of the haunt the mosquito has just left, which we consider the result of a 219 search. A mosquito may decide to leave a haunt for several reasons, but once it has left, it picks a 220 destination according to this mass function, which we call the haunt-specific movement kernel.
221
Computation of the probability distribution functions describing dispersal to each haunts from any 222 starting point is done prior to the MBITES simulation; the simulation accepts as input the computed 223 probability vectors giving inter-point movement.
224
As utilities for setting up simulations, MBITES has developed some simple parametric functions to 225 compute these probabilities as a function of distance and an activity-specific search weight, ω x , where x 226 denotes a particular blood feeding haunt or aquatic habitat. it is likely to transition to next.
236
Transitions between behavioral states were developed around a basic description of adult mosquito 237 behavior. A newly emerged female mosquito must harden and mate before it is mature, whereupon it 238 begins a cycle of blood feeding and egg laying throughout the rest of its life. After a search to find 239 PLOS 9/45 suitable blood meal hosts, the mosquito selects a host and approaches it in an attempt to blood feed.
240
Assuming it is successful, after the blood meal, the mosquito typically rests to lose some of the water 241 weight in a post-prandial resting period. During this time, blood is provisioned into eggs that require 242 some time to mature. Once the egg batch is mature, the mosquito initiates a search to find a suitable 243 aquatic habitat and then lays eggs. Sugar feeding occurs from time to time, depending on the species 244 and the mosquito's energetic needs.
245
In order to allow detailed simulation of activities mosquitoes undertake during each behavioral state, as 246 well as allowing for flexibility to account for differences among species, behavioral algorithms simulate 247 specific actions mosquitoes take as they attempt to accomplish goals associated with each state, as well 248 as transitions to future states. While there is a general pattern to be followed (e.g. blood feed, rest, lay 249 eggs, and repeat), each mosquito follows a probabilistic sequence through a set of distinct phases 250 surrounding the activity bout as they seek to accomplish their goals. Transitions between behavioral 251 states depend on various internal characteristics of the individual mosquito and logical prerequisites. Egg 252 batches must mature before a mosquito is considered gravid and enters the egg laying state. If a 253 mosquito is gravid, it will tend to lay eggs, though re-feeding can occur regardless (see below in order to introduce and focus on algorithms describing blood feeding and egg laying by females.
276
Each behavioral state -blood feeding or egg laying -requires one or more activity bouts. Additionally, 277 each behavioral state may require one or more types of activity, namely searching or attempting. Thus 278 the set of possible activity bout types each associated with a behavioral state has been denoted by a 279 letter ( Figure 1 , Table 2) : the blood feeding search bout (F); the blood feeding attempt bout (B); the 280 search bout for egg laying (L); the egg laying attempt bout (O). A letter is also assigned to the 281 post-prandial resting period (R) that always follows a blood meal, which is a part of the blood feeding 282 attempt bout.
283
Because we assume that regardless of behavioral intent, mosquitoes always need to launch themselves 284 into the air prior to the activity bout and rest after the activity before the next launch, these phases are a 285 common part of each behavioral state and activity bout. The endpoint of each bout type is either death 286 (D) or another bout and possibly a behavioral state transition (Table 2, Figure 1 ). The structure of each 287 bout type is different, and it is possible to modify the models to describe what happens during each bout 288 in virtually unlimited detail. These paths through a bout are sampled from appropriate distributions 289 that determine whether the bout resulted in death, success (state transition), or failure (remain in the 290 same behavioral state). These activity bouts, prefaced by a launch and ending with a rest, may be of 291 varying duration, but encompasses all of the activity by a mosquito from launch to launch. Figure 1 ). Launching itself into the air, finding a suitable landing spot, and resting prior to the next 295 launch must occur regardless of the biological state of the mosquito (blood feeding or oviposition, in this 296 manuscript). However because the purpose of activity bouts is to accomplish different biological goals, 297 the activity phase of each bout depends on the behavioral state. Notably, the definition of an activity 298 bout is defined as everything that happens from a resting state to resting state; during an activity bout, 299 a mosquito may land briefly on a blood host or on water before taking a short flight to rest.
300
The modular nature of MBITES makes it possible to configure alll these options to consider biological 301 process of interest. While all bouts share similar structure and call on similar functions (e.g. optionally, 302 flights could expend energy or contribute to cumulative wing damage), the activities and outcomes will 303 PLOS 11/45 differ based on each individual mosquito's internal physiological state. Thus, a mosquito's life consists of 304 a series of transitions between behavioral states, each of which may take several bouts to accomplish, 305 completely determining a mosquito's activity throughout its life.
306
Launch and Timing A new bout begins the moment a mosquito launches itself into the air. The 307 timing of the start of the launch phase is determined during the previous bout during the resting phase 308 following landing. By sampling the time to next launch at this point in the simulation, launch times can 309 be (optionally) conditional on events that have taken place during the previous bout.
310
Do an Activity -Search or Attempt After launching, the specific behavioral algorithms called 311 by the mosquito depend on its behavioral state (decision point "state" in Figure 1 ), as well as the local 312 distribution of resources necessary to fulfill the mosquito's current biological needs. A mosquito will 313 either "attempt" to accomplish the task required by their behavioral state or "search" for the resource it 314 needs to accomplish that task. In any particular activity bout, a mosquito will either "search" or 315 "attempt", but not both. Searching or attempting algorithms are behavioral state-specific, and will be 316 called during that phase of the bout (attempting to blood feed, as illustrated in Figure 2 , for example, 317 means something very different behaviorally than attempting to oviposit, as illustrated in Figure 3 ).
318
Details of the attempt algorithms are described below.
319
The searching algorithm moves a mosquito to a new haunt on the landscape to find resources, described 320
in Section 2.1.1, while the attempting algorithm describes how a mosquito fulfills its behavioral 321 imperatives once necessary resources are present, which will be described below for egg laying and blood 322 feeding (Section 2.4).
323
There are many factors that determine whether a mosquito will make an attempt or begin a search. A 324 mosquito will stay and make an "attempt" if the necessary resource is present at the haunt, but it could 325 leave and initiate a "search" if it has previously been frustrated in its attempts or if the resource is not 326 present. Many events occurring during the bout can trigger a decision to leave and initiate a search 327 during the next bout. For example, if the mosquito is primed to blood feed and blood hosts are present, 328 the mosquito will tend to approach a potential blood host and try to blood feed. During an activity bout in which a mosquito attempts to blood feed ( Figure 2 ), a detailed sequence of 362 events describing the blood feeding attempt is simulated, any of which can result in a failure (the green 363 nodes in Figure 2 ) with its associated state transitions (the green box in lower right of Figure 2 ). In the 364 event of failure, the mosquito could either fail to survive the landing, be frustrated and leave the site to 365 search for other blood hosts (a blood feeding search, F), or remain and try again (B).
366
When the mosquito attempts to feed on a blood host after launching, a sequence of critical processes 367 must be simulated. Upon arriving at a site with viable blood hosts, the mosquito chooses a particular 368 host at that site to approach from the atRiskQ object at that site, which maintains a list of available 369 hosts (Section 2.1).
370
If the mosquito chooses a human host, a detailed sequence of events is simulated. First, the mosquito 371 must approach and land on the host successfully. The approach can result in failure or death if it is 372 deterred by swatting or a sudden movement or something else. If the mosquito survives the approach 373 and lands on the human host, it will try to probe the host, which can also result in failure or death.
374
Finally, if probing is successful, the mosquito proceeds to feed. When a mosquito blood feeds, a random 375 variable is drawn to determine the blood meal size, which affects egg maturation and batch size. Notably, 376 the blood meal could infect a mosquito if the human host is infectious. Following successful feeding, the 377 mosquito will make a short hop within the current site and find a resting spot to digest the blood meal 378
(post-prandial rest, purple oval), simulated by the restingSpot algorithm, where the specific micro-site for 379 resting is chosen from the set of micro-sites available.
380
Note that it is during probing that mosquitoes could transmit pathogens from their salivary glands into 381 humans infecting them. During blood feeding, mosquitoes could take up pathogens in blood and become 382
infected. This functionality is part of MBITES, but the details are beyond the scope of this paper.
383
If the mosquito chooses a non-human host (or more generally, a blood host that is not suitable for the 384 pathogen), probing is not modeled. A mosquito can either survive and blood feed, survive without blood 385 feeding, or die. If the mosquito survives, restingSpot is called (as above). The postprandial resting period is part of the blood feeding attempt bout following landing (purple oval, 388 Figure 2 ), but it requires special consideration. After calling restingSpot, a long delay is simulated which 389 represents the time needed for diuresis and digestion to occur. Several options are available for modeling 390 PLOS 14/45 survival and the events that follow as blood is concentrated and provisioned into eggs. First, mortality 391 rates can be higher because the mosquito is heavy with blood, increasing the chance that they fall victim 392 to successful predation [24] . Second, a function has been provided to model "overfeeding": the 393 physiological stress of processing a blood meal can kill a mosquito, so it is possible to model mortality as 394 an increasing function of blood meal size. A function determines how much, if at all, the energy reserves 395 are topped up by the blood in the blood meal.
396
During the resting period, an egg batch is produced; however, the mosquito will not be considered gravid 397 until the batch is mature. The number of eggs in a batch is determined by a probability distribution 398 function family, such as a discretized Gaussian distribution. Oogenesis (production of an egg batch) and 399 the time delay to egg maturation is modeled explicitly in MBITES in three distinct model. MBITES has 400 three models for oogenesis: first, a simple phenomenological model, which simply draws a random mathematically convenient (i.e., it was included so that there would be a memoryless model that could 407 exactly match the assumptions of MBDETES).
408
In the first oogenesis model, each egg in the egg batch is considered to require a certain "provision" of 409 blood for its maturation. Because each egg requires its own resources, the total blood provision needed 410 for a batch is a linear function of the egg batch size. After the blood provision has been fulfilled, which 411 could require multiple blood meals, the egg batch is mature and the mosquito will become gravid.
412
In the other two models, time to maturation is modeled as a delay between the initial biological 413 commitment of the mosquito to produce a batch of eggs, and the time when the mosquito is considered 414 gravid, upon which it will be primed to transition to the egg laying behavioral state. The time to 415 maturation implements a simple phenomenological model, where a random variate is drawn for the 416 maturation time which is coincident with the resting period; after this time delay is fulfilled, the 417 mosquito will become gravid and either search for suitable aquatic habitats (L) or attempt to oviposit 418 (O), depending on the local availability of resources. re-feeding can occur in both these models.
419
PLOS 15/45 2.4.3 Re-feeding 420 Re-feeding (the red diamond in Figure 2 ) is possible. A mosquito may take multiple blood meals prior to 421 oviposition, and thus lengthens the time interval between successive oviposition attempts. re-feeding 422 depends in part on the model for oogenesis, as an oogenesis model could explicitly force re-feeding when 423
a batch of eggs is not yet mature.
424
When re-feeding is not forced by the oogenesis model, MBITES allows for probabilistic re-feeding 425 behavior that can optionally be disabled. re-feeding behavior is a Bernoulli event that occurs when a 426 mosquito is exiting the post-prandial rest (R) at the end of a blood feeding attempt bout. The 427 probability of re-feeding is a function of either the size of the previous blood meal or the previous egg 428 batch, accounting for mosquito propensity to top up the size of the egg batch before ovipositing. 429
Egg Laying Attempt and Oviposition [O]
430
After arriving at a haunt containing an aquatic habitat (i.e. after a search), or if the mosquito is already 431 at a suitable haunt with one or more aquatic habitats, the mosquito chooses a particular habitat, or 432 possibly an ovitrap (Figure 3 ). If a mosquito chooses an aquatic habitat, it will approach the habitat and 433 attempt to lay eggs. waiting time in each state T X is determined by parameter, and the inverse is the rate parameter γ X used 522 for simulation in MBDETES (Table 2) . These closed-form solutions for the means of these bionomics 523 allow us to compare MBDETES to classical Ross-Macdonald parameters.
524
The inverse of this resting period to resting period waiting time maps onto the feeding rate parameter f 525 in the Ross-Macdonald model (see Table 1 ); T R,R → 1/f . The rest to rest survival probability is also 526 needed to link MBDETES to Ross-Macdonald parameters; this maps onto the probability of surviving 527 through one feeding cycle, P R, host probed, and the identity of every host who gave a blood meal. Mosquito survival can be computed 532 simply from the distribution of the mosquito age at death. Similarly, the overall feeding frequency can be 533 computed from the distribution of time intervals between successive blood meals.
534
The formulas for VC arise from an anthropocentric concept that counts events happening to a human on 535 a day. Here, we compute VC directly by following every bite occurring on a single person on a single day, 536
and then summing all secondary bites by the initial biting mosquito separated from the initial bite by at 537 least EIP days. To put it another way, the average VC is the number of pairs of human bites separated 538 by at least EIP days divided by the number of humans; the distribution of VC uses the infecting human 539
as the reference (thus VC is in units of human −1 day −1 ).
540
To compute the VC in this way, the simulation output was summarized by counting up all pairs of bites 541
with humans that could have accounted for transmission of a parasite/pathogen from one human host to 542 another: 1) the first bite in the pair must have been a blood meal; only blood feeding can infect a 543 mosquito; and 2) the second bite in the pair included all events in which a human was probed (as 544 parasites or pathogens usually enter the wound in a matrix of salivary proteins during probing); 3) the 545 time interval between the two events was greater than or equal to the EIP; 4) the number of secondary 546 bites is tallied by adding them to the human who was bitten on the first encounter. Because all events in 547 the simulation occur at a set of sites in space, the spatial dispersion of VC can be calculated by simply 548 attaching the distance between these secondary bites from the primary bite to each pair of bites. This 549 level of realism is possible because probing and blood feeding are accounted for separately and accurately 550 in MBITES.
551
Notably, because MBITES simulates the blood meal as a process of probing followed by blood feeding, 552 some mosquitoes may be killed or interrupted after probing but prior to blood feeding, so there will exist 553 small differences in the computed quantities of VC from the classic Ross-Macdonald formula and 554 computation via MBITES. Using these equations, we track the proportion surviving by age: F + B + R + L + O, the laying rate 562 γ O (P OF + P OB )O, and the blood feeding rate, γ B P BR B. In practice, given these initial conditions, this 563 set of equations can be numerically solved to derive bionomic parameters of interest.
564
To compute the length of one feeding cycle, a set of equations was developed to separate the resting state 565 into two variables: a cohort that had just entered and could only leave (R 1 ), and an absorbing state they 566 would never leave (R 2 ). The length of a feeding cycle was computed by setting R 1 (0) = 1, and letting 567 the equations run until R 2 was no longer changing. The asymptotic level for R 2 was the computational 568 equivalence of mosquitoes surviving one feeding cycle, and the mean value of R 2 , conditioned on 569 surviving, was the average duration of one feeding cycle.
570
Mapping MBITES onto MBDETES A challenge for most complex individual-based models is 571 having a method for verification. Here, for a comparatively simple model developed in MBITES, there is 572 a theoretical match to a system of ordinary differential equations formulated in MBDETES. The two 573 models can be used for mutual verification.
574
A model in MBITES that maps onto a set of equestions in MBDETES works on a "trivial" landscape 575 such that there were three haunts, one haunt with only a blood feeding resource, one haunt with only an 576 aquatic habitat, and one haunt with both types of resources (i.e., a peri-domestic haunt), with 577 symmetric movement probabilities. Exponential distributions were used to sample all waiting times for 578 behavioral state transitions, and re-feeding probability is only a function of blood meal size. We simulating MBITES and plotting these same kernels for spatial dispersion of VC as computed above 617 ( Figure 5 ). A key difference between these dispersal kernels and simulated empirical kernels is that the 618 interactions between mosquitoes and humans will produce empirical kernels that are not necessarily the 619 same as what one would obtain if we had simply used the dispersion kernels to smooth average bionomic 620 parameters over space.
621
Because MBITES simulates discrete events in time as well as space, detailed measures of how mosquitoes 622 disperse themselves and other quantities (secondary bites, eggs) through space can be calculated and 623 described by probability density functions which give the probability to observe some event as a function 624 PLOS 22/45 of distance. In Figure 5 , densities for one particular landscape were calculated by taking the empirical 625 cumulative distribution function (CDF) from simulation output, applying a smoothing algorithm to 626 estimate a smooth CDF, and differentiating to estimate a probability density function (PDF) [25] . Four 627 measures of dispersal were computed. First, the upper left density is the average site to site movement 628 kernel, and shows the average "one hop" distance a mosquito will make during a activity bout if it leaves 629 to search. Cumulative dispersion (upper right) is the average distance traveled by a mosquito summing 630 over all hops in its lifetime. Absolute dispersion (lower left) summarizes the mean displacement of 631 mosquitoes; that is, the distance between their natal aquatic habitat they emerge as adults from and the 632 site of death. Most relevant for pathogen transmission is VC (described in Section 4.1), for which the 633 average distance between each pair of secondary bites is a measure of the capability of the local ecology 634
and vector population to sustain pathogen transmission spatially. Dispersion of secondary bites tracks 635 much more closely measures of absolute dispersion rather than cumulative distance traveled, which will 636 be explored in greated detail below. The set of in-silico experiments was designed to explore how bionomics changed as a function of the 647 availability of peri-domestic habitats, which describes the proportion of blood feeding at haunts that 648 have a viable aquatic habitat in the local vicinity; in terms of simulation, a peri-domestic haunt has both 649 types of resources present. The proportion of haunts with viable aquatic habitats nearby may differ 650 depending on local distribution of resources. The extent to which the haunts get visited depends the 651 extent to which there is significant correlation between the set of points at which mosquitoes can locate 652 suitable blood meal hosts and the set of points at which mosquitoes can oviposit egg batches.
653
To examine the effect of peri-domestic habitats on generated mosquito bionomics, 26 resource landscapes 654
were generated, each containing 250 blood feeding haunts, and 250 aquatic habitats. peri-domestic 655 habitats (the percent of haunts that contained both resources), ranged from 0% in landscape 1, to 100% 656 PLOS 23/45 in landscape 26. Put another way, in landscape 1, each site contained either a blood feeding haunt or an 657 aquatic habitat, whereas in landscape 26, each site contained both types of resources. In all landscapes 658 the total number of resources was held constant as described above. Spatial variance in location of 659 haunts was simulated by choosing 25 parent points for blood feeding haunts, and then scattering 9 660 offspring blood feeding haunts around each parent, for a total of 250 haunts in 25 clusters. In the 661 simulation where peri-domestic habitats was held at 0%, aquatic habitats were simulated independently 662 using the same algorithm. For all other landscapes, overlap was simulated by selecting some fraction of 663 the total number of aquatic habitats and attaching them randomly to blood feeding haunts.
664
In each simulation, all biological parameters were held constant such that the only varying parameter 665 was the spatial arrangement of resources. In addition, mosquito emergence rates from each aquatic 666 habitat was also held constant, such that on average, each habitat produced one adult female per day.
667
We acknowledge that in the absence of population dynamic feedback effects the model may not To study sensitivity of bionomics to peri-domestic habitats, we calculated all bionomic parameters for 674 each of the 26 simulated landscapes. Of particular interest was the change in VC as a function of 675 peri-domestic habitats. As the percentage of blood feeding haunts with associated peri-domestic 676 mosquito aquatic habitats increased, mean VC (measured in units person −1 day −1 ) increased by 2 orders 677 of magnitude (Figure 7) . While the stability index, S also increased as a function of peri-domestic 678 habitats, the absolute difference between S evaluated at 0% and 100% peri-domestic was smaller, only 679 increasing by one order of magnitude (Figure 7) . Importantly, we currently assume no competition 680 among mosquitoes during oviposition, but we note that nonlinear competition has been observed and can 681 easily be included in the model, at the cost of complicating analytic analysis [23] . proportional to that element of the quasi-stationary distribution for that landscape (the mean proportion 691 of time spent in that state, conditional on survival). From 0% to 100% peri-domestic habitats the 692 probability of a blood feeding search leading to another search dropped from 0.90 to 0.17 in the most 693 resource-rich setting, which we consider as easy access to local resources. To determine how mosquitoes 694 partitioned their time across these states, for each normalized matrix T, we calculated the for suitable aquatic habitats to oviposit. At 100%, these proportions drop to a mere 11% and 6%, 699 respectively (Figure 8 ).
700
For each of the 26 resources landscapes, we also calculated mosquito lifespan, number of human blood 701 hosts (stability index ), duration of feeding cycle, blood feeding rate, absolute and cumulative mosquito 702 dispersion, VC, and spatial dispersion of VC (Figures 9, 10 ). As the resources were rearranged to increase 703 peri-domestic habitats, lifespan, number of blood hosts, and blood feeding rate increased, while duration 704 of the feeding cycle decreased. Certain bionomics, such as blood feeding rate, and length of feeding cycle 705
tended to reach a plateau after peri-domestic habitats increased beyond about 20%, as the mosquito life 706 cycle does not allow these values to change indefinitely. Cumulative mosquito movement (the cumulative 707 distance traveled in all activity bouts) decreases as peri-domestic habitats increases; as the environment 708 becomes more resource rich, mosquitoes do not need to travel as far to fulfill their biological intent (their 709 current behavioral state). In contrast, absolute dispersion (the displacement of a mosquito between the 710 natal habitat they emerged from and where they died) stays relatively constant as a function of 711 peri-domestic habitats. This apparent discrepancy between the simulation results and intuition can be 712 understood by noting that while the percent of haunts that were considered peri-domestic changed 713 between the 26 landscapes, the spatial arrangement of haunts did not (distances and clusters were 714 preserved). Holding these spatial characteristics constant implies that observed differences are due solely 715
to changes in search patterns of mosquitoes as resources become more or less locally dense.
716
As noted in Figure 7 , VC increased dramatically as peri-domestic habitats increased. It is notable that 717 at very low levels of peri-domestic habitats, the mean is strongly affected by a few outliers generating 718 large numbers of secondary bites; the effect of these outliers is dampened as peri-domestic habitats 719 increases and more humans contribute to secondary biting ( Figure 10 ). Spatial dispersion of secondary 720 bites remains relatively constant across landscapes; and follows closely the absolute dispersion of 721 mosquitoes. This is primarily due to two effects. First, because VC was calculated assuming a pathogen 722 PLOS 25/45
with an EIP of 10 days, only mosquitoes that survived at least that long would be able to contribute 723 secondary bites, so the site that secondary bites would be successfully delivered to would be close to the 724 site of the eventual death of the mosquito. Additionally, because the spatial characteristics of the 725 landscape were not affected to a large extent by the rearrangement of resource overlap, although the 726 absolute value of VC changed dramatically, its spatial dispersion did not. giving rise to differences in behavior and differences in the average value of traits assigned to some 742 species. While there are differences among species in various species traits, our simulations suggest 743 important bionomic parameters must also be partly determined by the local resources and ecology.
744
There is, for example, a difference between anthropophily and anthropophagy: the former describes a 745 degree of preference and the latter an outcome of that preference expressed as mosquitoes choose from 746 available hosts. An important question to be resolved in future studies is which reported parameter 747 values for a species are in fact fairly robust to differences in ecology and which ones suffer from reporting 748 bias. If bionomic parameters proved to be robust to ecological differences, why? The difference between 749 species' traits and their expression in context -a measure of species plasticity -are important for 750 transmission dynamics and control. Everything about malaria is so moulded by local conditions that it becomes a thousand 755 epidemiological puzzles. Like chess, it is played with a few pieces but it is capable of an 756 infinite variety of situations.
757
This has been quoted frequently by malaria epidemiologists, but it has been difficult to reconcile this 758 picture with the simple view of malaria arising from the elegant concepts of VC and entomological 759 inoculation rates, which summarize in a single number the factors that are most likely to affect 760 transmission. If malaria transmission dynamics and control is best described as a collection of puzzles to 761 be solved, and not effectively summarized by VC or EIR, then what other aspects of vector biology 762 matter? VC has a virtual hegemony in mechanistic models (where EIR is a derived concept), due partly 763 to its simplicity and sound logic [13] . While recognizing these concepts are, indeed, highly useful, and 764 that they summarize the first important dimension of transmission, there are other questions that arise 765 when these concepts are put into practice. What is the distribution of these parameters among heterogeneity in movement driven by the co-distribution of resources shape mosquito dispersion, and 772 that among-individual differences in VC and its associated dispersion will also have strong affects on 773 transmission.
774
A relevant lesson emerging from our analysis is how difficult it would have been to try and piece together 775 estimates of mosquito bionomic parameters by measuring just directly observable aspects of mosquito 776 behavior. In retrospect, it is remarkable that investigation of transmission by mosquitoes has been so 777 stable since it was jump-started by an intuitive leap by Ronald Ross [29] . Entomological work that 778 followed over the next decades iteratively refined Ross's ideas culminating in a fully fledged theory of 779 context to add up to anything relevant for mosquito fitness or for transmission. In providing a synthesis, 809 these behavioral state models provide an in silico laboratory to fill some of the gaps required to 810 understand and synthesize much of the data on mosquitoes that is not directly related to estimation of 811 the basic bionomic parameters.
812
We have presented here a mathematical and computational framework for simulation and analysis that 813
can be used to investigate a broad range of questions about the interface between mosquito biology and 814 life-history traits, the local ecology, and vector control. This framework was designed to evaluate 815 heterogeneity and complexity through simulation, rather than through ad hoc approximation. While this 816 approach has some disadvantages over parametrically simple models, it fills an important need by Transitions depend on whether the last bout was a success or failure, or an option for a mosquito to refeed † or to lay a partial egg batch and skip oviposit ‡ . The next state also depends on whether a mosquito decides to make an attempt or initiate a search * . Bottom) In MBITES models, each behavioral state has an associated activity bout that has a common structure, as illustrated in the diagram. Each mosquito activity bout involves a sequence of four phases: launch, do an activity (either a search or an attempt), land, and rest. Figure 2 . The structure of a blood feeding attempt bout in MBITES, a mosquito activity bout in which blood feeding is attempted. The flowchart follows the progression of a mosquito through simulated events, from the launch (dark grey oval), choosing a host from the atRiskQ (aquamarine diamond), and the events that follow depending on what sort of host was chosen (yellow rectangles). If a human is chosen (or more generally, a blood host that is also a host for the pathogen), then each mosquito must approach and attempt to probe (salmon rectangle) and then blood feed (red rectangle). If a non-human host is, probing is ignored. Traps mimicking a blood host can also be chosen. After a blood meal (red rectangle), a mosquito must land and choose a resting spot (yellow diamonds). A post-prandial resting period follows a successful blood meal which has its own hazards (purple oval), including additional hazards associated with a flight laden with blood, which may be followed by decision to feed again (dark red diamond). Similarly, after failing the attempt (green pentagons to green rectangle), a mosquito must land and choose a resting spot (yellow diamonds). At each step, it is possible to die (light grey ovals). At any point when failure occurs or during landing, a mosquito could choose to leave the haunt and initiate a search on the next bout. This condition is checked after completing the bout (pink diamond). At the end of a bout, the mosquito's behavioral state and other state variables are updated. The endpoint of each bout is either death (grey ovals), a repeated blood feeding attempt (dark red oval) or a state transition to either a blood feeding search (pink oval) or to oviposit (blue ovals). Figure 3 . The structure of an egg laying attempt bout in MBITES, a msoquito activity bout in which oviposition is attempted. The flowchart follows the progression of a mosquito through simulated events, from the launch, choosing a habitat or trap from the eggQ (aquamarine diamond), and the events that follow depending on whether the mosquito chose a habitat or a trap (yellow rectangles). If a mosquito approaches the habitat, it could lay eggs. Alternatively, a mosquito could approach a trap and fail in the approach (thus surviving) or die (light grey ovals). If a mosquito is deterred in the approach to its habitat or the trap, it fails (green pentagons to green rectangle). After a successful approach to a habitat, a mosquito lays eggs (blue rectangle Haunts that contain only blood feeding haunts are plotted as red circles, haunts that contain only aquatic habitats are plotted as green triangles, and those haunts that contain both types of resources are shown as blue squares (i.e., peri-domestic habitats). Dispersal kernels were calibrated as if this was an area of about 100 km 2 .
PLOS
PLOS 39/45 describing the total number of infectious bites arising from all the mosquitoes feeding on a single human on a single day under the assumptions of the Ross-Macdonald model [4, 6, 11] . The expected number of blood meals on the pathogen's hosts, summed over a mosquito lifespan, is given by the term S = f Q/g.
The probability of surviving the EIP is P = e −gn . Mosquito population density is m = λ/g. Under the assumptions, the formula for VC is V = λS 2 P. In the Ross-Macdonald model, the entomological inoculation rate, E, is related to VC by a formula: E = Vκ/(1 + Sκ) ≈ Vκ, where κ is the proportion of bites on humans that infects a mosquito; the approximation holds when κ is small, such that mosquito super-infection is rare. In MBITES, the same quantity can be computed directly by Monte Carlo simulation. and T X = γ −1 X (or they can be by making a simple substitution from one of the formulas appearing in the table above it.)
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